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 “If there is a difficulty, there must be a way to finish it.”  
(Q.S. Alam Nasrah) 
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SEPTIAN BAGAS WIJANARKO, A320090080, TRANSLATION SHIFT OF 
VERBS AND VERB PHRASES IN SUBTITLING THE ADVENTURE OF 
TINTIN (2011) MOVIE. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF 
SURAKARTA. RESEARCH PAPER. 2013. 
This research is descriptive qualitative research. The objectives of the research 
are to classify translation analysis shift of verbs and verb phrases and the equivalence 
of translation found in The Adventure of Tintin 2011 movie. The data in this research 
is English and Indonesian movie subtitle. The data source is in The Adventure of 
Tintin 2011 movie subtitle containing verbs and verb phrase. The writer uses 
documentation as the method of collecting the data in this research. The result of the 
research shows that: 
First, the writer finds two kinds of translation shift; they are the translation 
shift of verb and the translation shift of verb phrase. The translation shift can be 
classified into two types, category shift and level shift. The first part is translation 
shift of verb. In category shift, there are verb is translated into noun, verb into adverb, 
linking verb into adverb, and verb into verb+nya. In level shift, there are verb is 
translated into verb phrase and verb into yang + verb. Next, the second part is the 
translation shift of verb phrase. In the level shift the writer finds translation shift of 
verb phrase into verb, verb phrase into adjective, verb phrase into adverb, verb phrase 
into preposition, and verb phrase into verb imperative. 
Second, the equivalence of translation is classified into two types, equivalence 
and non equivalence. There are 275 data from 284 data or 97% of equivalence 
translation. Besides, the writer finds 9 data or 3% of 284 data of non equivalence 
translation.   
Keywords: Subtitling, translation shift of verbs and verb phrase, equivalence. 
 
   
 
